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Abstract

Our objective is to examine the accuracy of AI land cover classification algorithms for

the development of a citizen science app intended to be paired with the GLOBE observer.

Artificial intelligence has incredible potential for land cover classification application. It would

increase efficiency in land cover monitoring, improve citizen science accessibility, and allow the

public to more effectively contribute to land cover classification by removing any discrepancies

caused by personal bias. Utilizing AI monitoring of land cover would help to predict droughts,

natural disasters, weather patterns, ect. faster. Additionally, it would create an easier process for

citizen scientists to contribute to land cover data.

We are examining the classification abilities of PEARL an AI land cover app developed

by Sajjad Anwar, Lane Goodman, Martha Morrisey, Nick Ingalls, Vincent Sarago, Vitor George,

Sanjay Bhangar, Jeevan Farias, and Zhuangfang NaNa Yi. We will then utilize the Earth System

Explorer’s group areas of interest to compare the software’s predictions to human classification.

We aim to specifically identify the most prevalent mistakes the AI models make in

classification, i.e. what land cover types are mislabeled the most, what areas in the United States

these errors are most prevalent, and if there are patterns of error in certain areas. This data will

help NASA scientists more accurately understand the biases present in AI-classified data. It will

also help us understand AI’s capacity in the field of land cover as is. Finally, our data will help

scientists create a more accurate margin of error, and perform more accurate statistical tests



Introduction:

Our paper outlines the differences in classification of suburban areas between the PEARL

AI model and manually categorized area of interest points. We investigated the differences in

classification to identify the capability of AI currently to classify satellite images for broader

Earth Science research. We are interested in AI classification ability because it would provide an

efficient alternative to manual classification of land cover data therefore allowing more of the

world’s land cover to be classified and that data utilized to see season changes and more

overtime. Through our research, we identified the areas where the AI classification and human

classification differed most and hypothesized why those differences were present.

Methods:

We began by defining areas of interest (AOIs) within each of our local communities.

Each AOI covered a 100m by 100m area and contained 37 individual points. At each point, we

used the GLOBE Observer app to collect photographs and analyze the land cover of the area.

Additionally, we uploaded our grid to Collect Earth Online where we individually analyzed

satellite images of the same areas. We used this data as our human classification to compare with

the AI algorithms. Now that we acquired our data on how the points were classified by humans,

our next task was to determine how an AI would classify the same area in order to spot

discrepancies. We utilized the platform PEARL which was developed by Microsoft to inference

land cover data across the united states. From there we calculated the frequency of each land

cover classification per AOI vs the AI model’s general percentages. From there we outlined the

categories in which misclassifications were most common.

AOI 21 Human classification PEARL AI classification



Tree cover 25.0541% 14%

Grass 14.1622% 30%

Bare Ground 3.983% 0%

Water 00.0811% 1%

Buildings 18.4865% 23%

Roads/imperious ground 32.9459% 32%

*for the roads and imperious ground we combined PEARL’s road and other impervsions column

Average difference

Tree cover - 11.0541%

Grass - 15.8378%

Bare Ground - 3.973%

Water - 00.9189%

Roads/imperious ground - 00.9459%

6. 5459% total error rate

AOI point graph:



AOI 19 Human classification PEARL Fort Collins

Model

Tree Cover 8.27027% 18%

Grass 37.51351% 41%

Bare Ground 3.4864864% 0%

Water 6.0108108% 8%

Buildings 21.7027027% 16%

Roads/impervious ground 20.86486486% 16%

Average difference

Tree cover - 9.72973%

Grass - 3.48649%

Bare Ground - 3.4864864%



Water - 1.9891892%

Roads/imperious ground - 4.13513514%

4.565% average total error rate

Research limitations

The land cover classification done by humans in Collect Earth Online was done by

assigning points 10 meters apart to a specific land cover type. As a result, different types of

categories could split a single point, or categories could fall between points and not be counted.

For example, a small group of trees could be located between points, and not be counted.

However, the PEARL AI classified the land cover on a smaller scale, so less was missed. This is

likely a large contributor to many percent discrepancies, especially for trees in AOI 19. This is

because AOI 19 is a suburban area and trees are often spread out individually or in small groups.

The PEARL model available to us was trained using data from the eastern United States

which has different city layouts and vegetation, this likely results in a larger margin of error for

predictions in the western United States.

Results:

The average total difference between the human classified AOIs and the PEARL Fort Collins

model classified AOIs was 5.55547%. This result is surprisingly promising! The PEARL

model’s primary issues lie with the tree cover and grass cover categories. It had a higher rate of

difference for AOI 21, located in Salt Lake City UT, as compared to AOI 19, in Pearland TX.



The primary problem with the AI’s classification can most likely be attributed to challenges with

more urban areas where land cover types tend to be closer and less distinct from one another.

Conclusion:

We predicted that the AI’s abilities would be as good or better than human classification.

However, we didn’t have a 100% accurate method of classifying land cover data, so we

examined both the AI’s and human’s predictions and found the human classification to be better.

We noticed this via some blatantly inaccurate predictions, for instance, the AI misclassified water

as a road/impervious surface in AOI 19. The AI also falls short in areas where the land cover is

ambiguous, and multiple categories overlap in a small space. Our study helped us understand

AI’s current capacity for accurate classification in the field of land cover. It shows the potential

for AI as a land cover classification tool for NASA scientists, and the areas that need to be

improved on prior to its debut as a NASA tool. Utilization of data from the southwestern United

States will help improve its capabilities because of its variety of vegetation types, expanding the

AI’s classification capabilities.
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